
      HDC# 5099300210  MFG#Z13110109BHDC
8 TIER WINE SHELF 14”Dx 36”Wx54”H BLACK
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PART LIST

Helpful Hints: When placing the plastic tapered sleeves onto the post 
(step 2), slide the plastic tapered sleeves up or down on the post until you feel it “snap” 
into the lines of grooves of the post. It is normal to have a slight gap in-between the two 
pieces of the plastic tapered sleeves when it is places on the post.

Step 1: Post assembly, the top post section (B) has a plastic end 
cap on one end and the bottom post (C) has a foot leveler 
attached. Threaded post jointers are pre-installed for your 
convenience. Screw the post (B) and (C) tightly together.

Step 2: Locate the desired position of the bottom shelf. Snap 
two halves of plastic tapered sleeves (D) with arrow pointing 
up at the desired height on post .Ensure tapered end is up.

Step 1

Step 2
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Step 3

Step 3: Place shelf (A) on its side and slide each post with tapered 
sleeves through the bottom of the shelf until snug. Additional 
shelves assembly, locate the desired position of the next lowest 
shelf and insert the tapered sleeves into the posts. Slide the shelf 
down from the top of the posts and onto the tapered sleeves. Push 
down on each shelf corner, ensuring that shelf is in the fully locked 
position.

Step 4: Drill a small hole into the wall so the wall anchor (F) will 
fit, tap the wall anchor into the wall until flush with the wall. 
Place (E) washer over the inside lip of the shelving unit. Insert 
screw (G) through the wash and into the wall anchor.

Step 4
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WARNING: 
‧Do not climb, stand or step on the shelving unit.
‧Do not tilt or lift the rack.
‧Heavy objects must be placed-not dropped-onto the shelves.
‧Do not allow children to climb or play in or around the shelves.
‧Assembly recommended on a soft surface, such as carpet, to avoid scratching flooring 
    finish.
‧Heaviest object must be stored on lower shelves and lighter objects on upper shelving to 
    prevent the unit from being top-heavy.

NOTE: If you install the wall anchor directly into wood studs, then consult your local 
hardware store for the proper hardware and installation procedures.
Align the horizontal line inside of the plastic sleeve with groove lines of the pole. When 
the corner collars slide over the plastic sleeves, the sleeves will not be completely covered.
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